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01 | Scheduled Tasks 
Creating a New Scheduled Task 
The General panel displays the basic details which includes the scheduled task name and 
description, as well as details on who created and last updated the scheduled task. There is also 
an ability to set a Logging Level, whether or not the task is enabled or disabled and also the 
ability to manage tasks if more than one task is set to run at the same time.  

 

If the Enabled check box is set to True, then the Scheduled Task will be enabled and will run as 
planned. If the Enabled check box is set to False, then the scheduled task will not run. 

The Author Name is the name of the user who created the Scheduled Task. The Created On 
date is the date and time the Scheduled Task was created, not the time of when the first 
scheduled task is due to be run. 

If the Scheduled Task is updated at any time then the user who updated it will appear in the 
Updated By column, along with the time they updated it in the Last Updated column. 

Application Server Dropdown 
The Application Server dropdown box contains the details of the Application Server(s) the 
scheduled task will be saved and run on. This gives the user the option to choose which 
Application Server they would like their Scheduled Task to run from. The Application Server(s) 
details are added in to the LA Defaults tab in v3 System Administration –  
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In here, the exact name of the Application Server(s) must be added to the Value field. All 
Application Servers need to be added in here whether a load balanced environment is being 
used or not.  

IMPORTANT NOTE: You must enter the full URL of your application server, including the http:// or 
https:// in the Parameter Value field. To verify you have entered the URL correctly, you can copy the 
content of the APP_SRVR Parameter Value field, paste it into a web browser, and a default server page 
should display.  

The Description field contains a brief description of what that particular Application Server is so it 
can be identified in v4. The Description is displayed in v4 when selecting an Application Server 
to save and run the Scheduled Task from within v4.  

 

NOTE: If the Application Server URL is entered incorrectly in to v3 then the Scheduled Tasks will not 
run. 

Task Already Running 
Also on the General panel there is a dropdown called 'If the task is already running, then the 
following rules apply'. Select from one of two options:  

 Do not start a new instance - If there is a repetition of Triggers set for the Scheduled Task 
and there is a possibility of them overlapping, then this will run the first Trigger to be picked 
up and none of the others. 

 Queue a new instance - If there is a repetition of Triggers set for the Scheduled Task and 
there is a possibility of them overlapping, then when the first Trigger has been completed, the 
second one will begin and so on. 

NOTE: This is defaulted to ‘Do not start a new instance’, but can be changed by using the drop down to 
select ‘Queue a new instance’. 

In the unlikely scenario that the queued Trigger ends up running at the same time as a 
Scheduled Trigger, then the Scheduled Trigger will queue and wait for the original queued 
Trigger to complete. Once complete the Scheduled Trigger will run. 

Logging Level 
When a Scheduled Task has been run, there are certain messages which are brought back and 
displayed within the History panel. The messages are notifications as to whether or not the 
Scheduled Task was successful. There are four message types which provide the user with 
various pieces of information on the Scheduled Task after it has been run. These types are 
Error, Warning, Information, and Detailed. 

The Logging Level dropdown enables the user to select which type of messages are logged for 
the current scheduled task. The logged messages are displayed in the History panel. The 
dropdown displays as:  
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The message types work as a hierarchy: 

 If Error is chosen, then only error messages are logged.  

 If Warning is selected, then warning and error messages are logged.  

 If Information is selected, then information, warning and error messages are logged.  

 If Detailed is selected, then all types of messages are logged. 

 If Off is selected, then no logging messages are displayed.   

 

Next 10 Scheduled Date Time 
The Next 10 Scheduled Date Time panel displays the next 10 Scheduled Task Date and Times 
for the Trigger set on the Scheduled Task. Once the next Scheduled Task has run, then the first 
Scheduled Task outside of the ten due to run appears in the panel. 

 

Scheduled Task History 
The Scheduled Task History displays all of the messages and details for all Scheduled Tasks 
that have been run. The Scheduled Task History is accessed via the Links menu and can be 
accessed to display any messages which are specific to the Scheduled Task or the Scheduler 
itself. When on the Summary screen of Scheduled Tasks, if the user clicks in the Task Name 
box and leaves it blank and then accesses the Scheduled Task History link, any messages 
which refer to the actual Scheduler will appear. 
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NOTES: If after the scheduled time, neither the Next Run Date nor the Last Run Date have updated, 
check that the integration server is running.  
 
If the Next Run Date has updated but the Last Run Date has not, check the application server 
(APP_SRVR) URL in the v3 Client. You may need to change the address from something like this: 
https://appserver/appservice to something like this: https://appserver.loc.gov.uk/appserive, depending 
on your local network set-up. To verify your URL is correct, you can copy the content of the 
APP_SRVR Parameter Value field, paste it into a web browser, and a default server page should 
display.  

After changing your APP_SRVR URL in the v3 Client, ensure the Next Run Date is in the future 
and amend it if necessary. For all scheduled tasks linked to the updated application server, you 
must ensure the correct server is still selected from the Application Server drop-down in the 
General tab of the scheduled tasks.  

When accessing the Scheduled Task History via an open Scheduled Task, any messages and 
details relate to just that Scheduled Task. The history information can be searched on by using 
Date Range search criteria and/or the Message Type. There are four message types to choose 
from: Error, Warning, Information and Detailed, e.g. if Information is selected then only the 
Information messages will be returned. These are the same messages that appear in the History 
panel on the main Scheduled Task screen. 

 

If the Message Type of Not Specified is chosen, then this will return all Message Types related 
to that Scheduled Task. 

Scheduled Task History can also be maintained by deleting any messages that are no longer 
needed. This is a permanent deletion and there is no way of returning any of the deleted data. 

When creating a new Scheduled Task, the user will need to set which Action the Scheduled 
Task will be set for along with the Trigger details. The Trigger details will determine when and 
how often the Scheduled Task will be run. 

Actions 
The actions which can be set for Scheduled Tasks can be found within the Actions panel. 
These actions remain the same as they have always been in One and are as follows: 

 A&T Emails 

 Absentees Inv messages 

 Alert Outcomes 

 Alerts 

 Attendance Aggregation 

https://appserver/appservice
https://appserver.loc.gov.uk/appserive
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 B2B:Student Process for Clearing Conflicts

 B2B:Student Process for Deleting Files

 Citizen Portal Delete Messages

 CP-IS Export CP Details

 CP-IS Export Resubmission

 CP-IS Import Access to Service Notification

 CP-IS Import Acknowledgement

 CP-IS Inactive NHS Number Notification

 Delete expired alert messages

 Do nothing

 DR – Clear Delete Log

 DR – Delete Routine

 Early Years Feedback Messages

 ECAF Auto Messages

 Email Queue Processor

 FSM History

 ICSF Hazard Flags

 Not Set

 OneSi Change Tracker

 Provider Portal Headcount Import

 Provider Portal Status Checks

 School History

 Thirty Hour Entitlement ECS Re-Check

 Training Manager Schedule Queues

 Transfer Timelines Reporting Data

 Update Inactive Records – Employment

 Update Inactive Records – Entertainment

 Update Student LA No

 Update Student SEN Stage

It is not possible to have the same Action appear more than once on a Scheduled Task. 
However, it is possible to have multiple different Actions set for the same Scheduled Task. 

NOTE It is advisable not to modify any existing A&T email Scheduled Tasks or create any new A&T 
email Scheduled Tasks without referring to Capita One for approval. 

Attendance Aggregation Action 
When setting the Action to Attendance Aggregation then the user will be presented with a 
Parameters button.  
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This enables the user to set the Attendance Aggregation details. 

 

This data is currently available via Tools | Administration | Attendance | Attendance 
Aggregation. 

If the Aggregate Immediate option is run from here then this will not have an effect on any 
Attendance Aggregation Scheduled Tasks. These Scheduled Tasks will continue to run at their 
scheduled time. 

Triggers 
The Triggers panel is where the details of the Scheduled Task can be set. This will include 
when and how often the Scheduled Task is to be run, based on five different time specifications, 
One Time, Daily, Weekly, Monthly and Monthly Days of the Week.  

These time specifications all have the option to repeat the task every minute, hour or day for a 
maximum of 31 days. This can also span over a duration of minutes, hours and days, the 
maximum amount of days being 366. However, if the For a Duration of box is left blank, then 
on saving the Scheduled Task, this will display as ‘Indefinitely’. This is done within the 
Advanced Settings section. 
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The Expire date for the Scheduled Task can be manually modified but it will default to a year in 
advance from when the Sheduled Task was set. 

If the Scheduled Task is set to Enabled then it will be available to run. If the Enabled box is not 
checked then the Scheduled Task will not run. 

NOTE: The time validation can be set as seconds, secs, s, minutes, mins, m, hours, hrs, h, day, days 
and d. 

How to set Triggers 
One Time Trigger 
The One Time Trigger enables the user to set a one off Scheduled Task which does not occur 
on a regular basis. The Advanced Settings panel is available for the user to set a repetition for 
a duration of time with an Expiry date as it is for all time specifications. However, this One time 
Trigger gives the user the option to just run the Scheduled Task once so that Scheduled Tasks 
are not just set to run over a set period of time. 

 

NOTE: When Scheduled Tasks are set, then a summary of the task will appear as a summary at the 
bottom of the Triggers panel. This summary will also appear in the Triggers column of the Scheduled 
Task search screen when searching for the Scheduled Tasks. 
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Daily Trigger 
The Daily Trigger option enables the user to Schedule a Trigger to run either every day, or on 
certain days, either once, or multiple times. When the Daily option has been selected then the 
Recur every ‘x’ Days option will be available. This enables the user to set the scheduled task to 
re-occur over a number of days. 

 

The Advanced Settings panel is also available to add the Expire date and to determine 
whether or not the task needs repeating over a duration of time. 

Weekly Trigger 
The Weekly Trigger option enables the user to schedule a Trigger to run on certain days of the 
week, either once, or multiple times. When the Weekly Trigger option is selected then the Recur 
every ‘x’ weeks on: option will be available as will the Day of the Week section. In here you can 
determine which days of the week the scheduled task will run. 

 

The Advanced Settings panel will also be available to add the Expire date and to determine 
whether or not the task needs repeating over a duration of time. 
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Monthly Trigger 
The Monthly Trigger enables the user to set a Scheduled Task to run on a particular or multiple 
days of a month for a particular or multiple months of the year. The Months section will become 
available where the user can select one or multiple months. The Days section will also be 
available where the user can select one or multiple days of the month. 

 

The Advanced Settings panel will also be available to add the Expire date and to determine 
whether or not the task needs repeating over a duration of time. 

Monthly Day of Week Trigger 
The Monthly Day of Week Trigger enables the user to run a Scheduled Task on a specific day 
in a week for a specific month or multiple months. This functionality enables the user to set a 
Trigger for anywhere from the first week to the last week of the month. This can be set on a 
specific day in that week, e.g. I want a trigger to run on the third Friday of every month. 

The Months, nth Day of the Week for the Month and Days of the Week sections will become 
active. There is no option for the monthly days of the week Trigger to re-occur. 

 

The Advanced Settings panel will also be available to add the Expire date and to determine 
whether or not the task needs repeating over a duration of time. 
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Permissions 
Access to the Scheduled Tasks can be set via Tools | Permissions | User Group Processes. 
Scheduled Task will appear under the Main Business Process of Administration and will 
have Read, Read-Write, Read-Write-Delete and Deny permissions available to be set against it. 

 

These are standard permissions in v4 and will work as other permissions do, e.g. if Scheduled 
Task is set to Read only then the user will not be able to make any amendments to any 
Scheduled Task but will be able to view all the relevant information. 

Configuring the A&T Emails Scheduled Task 
In order to send emails via A&T, you must ensure you have created an A&T Emails scheduled 
task in the v4 Client.  

To configure the A&T Emails scheduled task: 

1. In the One v4 Client, select Tools | Administration | Schedule Task to display the Schedule 
Task page.  

2. Click the New button to display the new schedule task options.  

3. Enter ‘A&T Emails’ in the Name field.  

4. From the Logging level drop-down, select Detailed. Selecting this option adds entries into the 
History panel, enabling you to verify that the task is running.  
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5. In the Trigger panel, click the the Add button to display the Trigger dialog.  

6. Select the Daily radio button and choose a Start date and time in the future. The date can be 
the current day, but the time should be later in the day. Selecting a start time in the future 
ensures the task starts successfully the first time.  
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7. In the Advanced settings area, enter ‘1 day’ in the Repeat task every field and ‘indefinitely’ in 
the for a duration of field.  

8. You should enter a date further than a year in the future into the Expire field. 

9. Click the Ok button so save the trigger settings and close the dialog.  

10. In the Actions panel, click the Add button to display the Action dialog.  

11. From the Action drop-down list, select A&T Emails.  
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12. Click the Ok button to save the action and close the dialog.  

13. Click the Save button to save the whole scheduled task.  

After setting up the email related scheduled tasks, customers using A&T online should also 
ensure they have configured the Reminder Email Scheduling options in v4 Online via A&T 
Back Office | Administration | Reminder Email Scheduling. For more information on the 
email reminder options, refer to the online help file (accessible via the Help hyperlink in v4 
Online).  
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